
Trim, Internal Bleed, External Bleed

The trim area is the final size of your print job (always 

include trim marks).

When creating your artwork, ensure your artboard is set up 

as the trim size of your design.

Use the document set up to define trim and bleed, never 

do it manually on page.

Internal bleed: 3mm (5mm on all booklets)

Keep all important information away from this area.

External bleed: 3mm (5mm on all booklets)

Your job is printed on a large sheet and then trimmed to 

size. External bleed is the area extending past your trim 

area, which allows for a small amount of movement that 

may occur when your work is being cut to size. 

All files must be supplied as PDF

Printed one side: Supply a one-page PDF. 

Printed front & back: Supply a two-page PDF.

The first page of your PDF will be the front page and the 

second the back page.

Multiple kinds:  Supply one two-page PDF for each kind.

Download our Adobe Acrobat Distiller Settings to ensure 

your files are automatically  

and perfectly exported every time.

Supply in CMYK mode

Convert all of your RGB or Pantone spot images to CMYK

This will give you more control over the final appearance of 

your print job.  

Our automatic conversion may produce results you’re not 

satisfied with.

Special finish for one side only

All special finishes for single pages should be saved as 

your first page.

If your job contains a special finishing requirement  

(ie, lamination) for just ONE side then please provide that 

as the front page of your print ready PDF. 

Resolution

Your artwork should be 300dpi at full size.

Resolution is the number of pixels within an image.  

The higher the resolution, the better the picture, however 

if your resolution is too high it is not utilised and makes 

your files too large.

Either test print or view your design at 100% to decide 

if you’re happy with the image quality. If you enlarge an 

image you lower its resolution and conversely, if you 

reduce an image you increase its resolution.

Ink coverage

Coated stocks: 300% maximum ink

Uncoated stocks: 260% maximum ink

The colours that you use should contain less than the 

total maximum % when you add together Cyan, Magenta, 

Yellow and Black.

Rich black:   

     - 20% Cyan, 20% Magenta, 20% Yellow, 100% Black

Rich blue black:  

     - 40% Cyan, 0% Magenta, 0% Yellow, 100% Black

This is for areas 30mm square or larger and shouldn’t be 

used on text.

Fonts: Always embed or outline your fonts

Embedding or outlining the fonts you use in your files 

means we can print them even if we don’t have those fonts 

installed on our computers. This ensures they will look 

exactly the way you want them to.

Creating print ready PDF files:


